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 8th November, 13:00 
Kenley Memorial 
Remembrance Sunday 

 5th December, 15:00 
Portcullis Club 
Advents Afternoon 
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Editor’s Column 
Dear readers, 
The focus of the last months 
has been firmly on the 75th 
Anniversary of the Battle of 
Britain. With Kenley Aerodrome 
being a major B of B fighter 
station we received many 
visiting  groups  and  have been 
the venue for air displays and fly-pasts.  You can 
find reports and many photographs of these 
events in this edition and even more on our 
website. In addition there is part 2 of Bryan 
Prosper’s school boy memories and a reader’s 

letter recalling the B of B. I have also chipped in 
with a report of a visit to Runnymede.  
Tragically one event also celebrating the B of B 
Anniversary caught the media headlines 
nationwide and beyond: The tragic accident at the 
Shoreham Airshow. Our thoughts go out to all 
who lost loved ones or were personally affected 
by the disaster. 
Following my appeal for feedback on who reads 
our newsletter, I received many very positive 
comments and even donations towards the 
printing and distribution costs. I would like to 
thank all for their encouraging messages and 
support. The result of the appeal is that 85 
members requested to continue to receive printed 
copies, 15 members switched to email distribution 
of a PDF copy and 2 members said they are not 
interested in either. 138 members did not respond 
at all. They will no longer receive our newsletter. 
However, if they change their mind they can be 
re-admitted at any time. Members should also be 
aware that our newsletters (latest copy as well as 
back copies) are available on our website for 
downloading.  
Enjoy reading and best wishes, 

Hartmut Klein  

 

Branch Chairman’s Column 
This summer has been a busy period for the 
Branch with the various outside Wings 
commitments and the 75th year since the 
Battle of Britain with charity visits by 
members of the RAF Motor Cycle Club, 
RAF 7’s Rugby team and RAF Mini Motor 

Club, all of them in September. 
As well as the visits by the RAF Clubs there was also one to 
mention. This time by a group of 38 aviation enthusiasts from 
America, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Malta and one 
only from the UK. They were a lovely group of people and 
were so interested in Kenley and its past history. Those that 
were able walked to the Tribute where many photographs 
were taken. 
Other than the Sunday when the RAF MCC briefly called in, 
all the other visits occurred at a time and day when the Club is 
not normally open. It is therefore, thanks to all of you who 
gave your time on these days that ensured a warm welcome 
to everyone and which I am sure was very much appreciated 
by everybody. It should be said that all three service teams 
who visited were doing so for Charity including the RAF 
Association. 
The 75th year of the Battle of Britain was commemorated on 
Sunday 20th September at St Luke’s Whyteleafe, the 

thanksgiving service followed by the wreath laying ceremony 
at the war graves. Our thanks to Ken Sayers for his reading of 
the Lesson on this 75th commemorative B of B service. As in 
the past the representatives from Australia and Canada 
attended along with the Chairman of Tandridge Council Rose 
Thom and Surrey County Council Chairman Sally Marks. 
The ATC parade at the airfield was made up from eight 
participating Squadrons 18F, 43F, 66, 97,285, 350, 450 and 
1924. The March past and salute was taken by L.Col Tressa 
Hom, representing Canada and Sqn.Ldr Joleen Darby, 
representing Australia. Also present was the Councillor of 
Tandridge Rose Thom and her consort. 
All the above activities and visits just did not happen, their 
success entirely due to the hard work and time given freely by 
our members, I thank you all. 
Special thanks are due to Vera Harvey, Allison John-Pandya 
and her helpers for organising a B of B lunch for Veterans 
which was held and enjoyed at the Old Coulsdon Centre on 
Thursday, the 24th September. This lunch has been running 
for a number of years now and long may it continue. 

Phone: 020 8668 3408  
Email: mike@rafa-kenley.com  
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hartmut@rafa-kenley.com 



 

 
 

Forthcoming events 
  

Remembrance Sunday 
Sunday, 8th November 2015 
11:00 / Service at St Luke's Church, Whyteleafe 
13:00 / Commemorations at Kenley Memorial on the Airfield 
13:30 / Bar and Buffet at the Portcullis Club 

  
"Advent Afternoon" and talk by Hartmut Klein  
Saturday, 5th December 2015 / 15:00 / Portcullis Club 

This event is in aid of RAFA's Wings Appeal 
After a good old brew accompanied by Evelyn's Christmas biscuits and stollen,  
Hartmut will look back at 2015 and show pictures of this year’s events.  
Come and join us for this special afternoon.  
There will also be a raffle (tickets £1.00). 

Admission: £7.50 per person (pay on the day) / Registration required by 23rd November 

Call Evelyn Klein on 020 86687540 and leave a message on the answerphone or email evelyn@rafa-kenley.com 

Which Gloster Gauntlet? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Which of these two Gloster Gauntlets was featured on page 8 in the last newsletter and which one should have been? 

RAFA in Wimbledon 
What do you make of the photo on 
the left taken on the day of this 
year’s women’s final in Wimbledon 

village?  
The answer, of course, lies in the 
first names of the men’s top players. 

This display was made before we 
knew how they performed. Here are 
the full names and their scores:  
Novak Djokovic (singles ranking 1) 
RAFAel Nadal (singles ranking 10) 
Stan Wawrinka (singles ranking 4) 
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At the ceremony 
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15th September /  
National Service in St Paul's Cathedral 

20th September / Parade and Salute at the 
Tribute on Kenley Aerodrome 

 

 

 

75th Anniversary of the Battle of Britain 
Commemorating the sacrifice of the Few during the Battle of Britain in the summer 
of 1940 we have hosted various visiting groups and events at the Portcullis Club 
and - of course - were taking part in the annual church service at St. Luke's, 
Whyteleafe, as well as the parade and service at the Kenley Tribute on the 
aerodrome. Much has been written about this grand event, however, we just would 
like to recall our activities and add some photographic impressions.  
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4th and 5th September / Wings Appeal 
Collections at Sainsbury’s in Selsdon 

by Air Cadets and RAFA members 

6th September / RAF Halton Motorcycle Club Ride for the Few 

 19th September / Battle of Britain Mini Run  

20th September / Memorial and 
Thanksgiving Service at St Luke's 

Whyteleafe 
15th September / Rugby 7's BoB Charity Cycle 

18th and 19th 
September / 

Battle of Britain 
Street Collections 
in Caterham and 

Coulsdon 
by Air Cadets and 
RAFA members 

 

More information 
about all events 
covered here are 
available on our 

website: 

www.rafa-kenley.com 



 

 
 

Club Chairman’s Report 

This summer at the Portcullis Club must have been the busiest on record for events and activities. This has been 
due to our planned events plus the commemoration of the 75th anniversary of the Battle of Britain and the role 
Kenley played. This has lead to a greater awareness of our Club’s presence within the local community and an 

increase in our membership numbers. With the decline in the numbers of R.A.F. personnel, due to Ministry of 
Defence spending cuts, it is vital for the future of the club that we recruit from the local residents who have an 
interest in Kenley Airfield and its history, and enrol them as associate members. 

We were pleased to welcome the Indian Motorcycle Riders Club again on the August Bank Holiday weekend. 
Many of them camped in our field on Friday and Saturday and 
enjoyed the club facilities during their stay. They enjoy the uniqueness 
of the Club’s location and history.  
The climax of our summer events has to be the Kenley Hot Rod Car & 
Bike Show held on the 6th September.  I was unfortunately away for 
this event but Brian Seddon has reported on the day’s events and his 
report with pictures, can be seen in full on the RAFA Kenley& 
Caterham website. http://www.rafa-kenley.com.  
A warm sunny day brought out the crowds to view about four hundred 
bikes and cars prepared and displayed by their proud owners; prizes 
were awarded by Peter Ralph and C J Smith for the various 
categories of vehicles. Three magnificent full size replica WW2 fighter aircraft were brought in and on display in 
front of the Club building. These attracted huge interest from the visitors who were able to sit in the cockpit for a 
fee of £2. A Spitfire, Hurricane, and a Messerschmitt ME-109.  
Your army of volunteers worked all weekend to make this event a resounding success and my thanks go out to 
all those who assembled the aircraft, served behind the indoor and outdoor bars, cleared away rubbish, and who 
persuaded local companies to support and sponsor our fund raising day. Well done! 
The funds raised during the summer will allow the club to donate an amount to the RAFA Welfare fund, which is 
our main purpose, and to complete work 
on our kitchen building. The exterior was 
completed in the spring and we can now 
install new kitchen equipment that will 
make life easier for preparing food and 
drinks for members and guests. 
The evenings are drawing in as we head 
towards the winter. Don’t forget that the 
club is open on Tuesday evening from 
7.30pm-11pm as well as Sunday 
12noon-5pm. The Thursday evening club 
opening has been abandoned due to a 
lack of support, as of 1st October. There is always a warm welcome from our volunteer bar staff and you can 
toast your toes around the wood burning stove in the Function Room! 

Ron Aspinwall       Club Chairman / Phone: 07957 197805 / Email: ron@rafa-kenley.com 
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A letter from Barbara Sutton recalling August 1940  
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Dear Hartmut 

I was telling a friend recently that I had been on Hayes Lane 
watching the fly past on 18th August. His name is Ray Hockley 
who then lived at the top end of Haydn Avenue, Purley, age 13 
all things aeroplane fascinated him. He vividly recalls the raids 
of the 18th watching the planes, hearing the explosions – the 
plumes of smoke. Not all the bombs exploded on impact. After 
the raid, as boys were want to do, he and his friends went 
looking for souvenirs. 
Most of the land was undeveloped with a handful of homes in 
Whitefield Avenue. Hayes Lane had Welcomes Farm and a few 
isolated dwellings and the Wattenden Pub at the end of Old 
Lodge Lane.  These woods and fields right up to the aerodrome 
were the boys’ playground. 
So off they went; shortly before they got 
too near one of the unexploded bombs 
went off and its crater became a talking 
point for some years – “let’s go and see 

the bomb crater” became a walk for the 

locals even up to the 1960’s. They 

searched for souvenirs and found a 
funny thing half buried. Luckily they had 
the sense to leave it alone for that also 
exploded shortly after they got home! 

Ray and his family emigrated to America 
in the 1960/70’s where he worked as a 

draughtsman (I believe for Boeing). He 
still makes large scale model aircraft.  

Other names recalled are the Harris boys 
(Tony and ‘Goat’), the Causley boys 
(‘Buck’ and Geoff), Sharratt, Wayling and 
Everitt. They all lived in the Haydn Ave, 
Hayes Lane, Old Lodge Lane area at the 
time, but I fear most of them are no 
longer with us. Be interesting to know if 
any of your members know them. 

Written on behalf of my husband Brian 
Sutton who also lived in Haydn Avenue 
but not until 1941. 

Sincerely 

Barbara Sutton 
Cutting enclosed from the  
Surrey Mirror 5. Sept 1986 

If you want to reply to 
Barbara’s letter, please get 

in contact with the editor 
on 020 86687540 



 

 

 

A Trip to Runnymede  by Hartmut Klein 
2015 seems to be the year of a great number of anniversaries of historic 
importance. One of them is certainly 800 years of Magna Carta. Thus a visit to 
Runnymede is imperative. On a sunny day at the end of June Evelyn and I set off to 
said place in the lovely Thames Valley. We have been there before. So we know it 
is a National Trust site (The Fairhaven Memorial Lodges) with free member parking 
and - most importantly - a good cuppa can always be enjoyed there. However, 
Runnymede is not just the cradle of modern democracies. It is also the site of The 
Air Forces Memorial, maintained by the Commonwealth War Graves Commission. 
We spotted this most imposing building on top of the hills, overlooking the valley, 
many times over when driving down the road to Windsor but we have never been to 
visit it. So, this time, after the obligatory walks to the Kennedy and Magna Carta Memorials, we took the 
opportunity and climbed the hill to the site of the impressing memorial. With this intro we would like you to 
enjoy the pictures we took on the day and contemplate the words and facts we gathered there.  
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IN THIS CLOISTER 
ARE RECORDED THE NAMES OF 
TWENTY THOUSAND AIRMEN 

WHO HAVE NO KNOWN GRAVE 

THEIR NAME LIVETH 
FOR EVERMORE 

THEY DIED FOR FREEDOM 
IN RAID AND SORTIE OVER 

THE BRITISH ISLES AND 
THE LANDS AND SEAS OF 

 

 
 

NORTHERN AND WESTERN 
EUROPE 

1939                                                                         1945 

The Runnymede Memorial was opened 
by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II on 17 October 1953. 

“…wherever and for as long as  
freedom flourishes on the earth, the  

men and women who possess it will thank  
them and will say they did not die in vain.” 

North window with the engraved 
“Airman’s Psalm” Ë!
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“It’s on tonight”   by Bryan Prosper 
1928 to 1938 / A school-boy’s memory of night flying and the annual defence air exercises. 
 

Those were the words I screamed with some delight to my parents. For your translation it means there is 
night flying on tonight from the Royal Air Force station, Kenley, Surrey. 

This story takes me back to 1928. It would 
have been a Tuesday, Thursday night or both 
with the weather outlook settled, there was a 
strong possibility there would be night flying. 
And to confirm this I would visit a good location 
at the bottom of the garden standing on top of 
a compost heap facing north from the top of 
Whyteleafe Hill. On the left to the north end of 
Kenley Common, on the right known as 
Whyteleafe Bank (the Heritage trail), watching 
for movements of airmen laying out the goose 
neck flare path from a van or cart. The goose 
neck flare comprises of a metal container 
holding paraffin, a long neck tube containing a 
wick to the open head. Side elevation, not 
unlike a goose! 
Flares would be located across the grass 
aerodrome (long before runways were 
constructed) in a straight line placing them into 
wind about ten in all and some fifteen feet 
apart. If the wind changed (as it often did) the 
two windsocks confirmed this, one on the 
hangar (see photo no. 1) and one top of 

Stumps Lane on the corner of the aerodrome. The flare path was relocated, as with wind change, the 
gliding clubs do to this day. 
Most of the flying was carried out between sunset and midnight. My home was located on the circuit near 
Warlingham with a grand stand view I watched the aircraft. 
Listed in Squadron order from 1928 to 1938: 
 GLOSTER GAMECOCKS, 23 Squadron, A425HP Bristol Jupiter VI Engine 
 ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH SIDDELEY SISKINS, 32 Squadron, Siddeley Jaguar Engine 
 BRISTOL BULLDOGS, 3 and 17 Squadrons, Bristol Jupiter Engines VII 
 GLOSTER GAUNTLET, 17 Squadron, 640HP Bristol Mercury Engine, Fairey metal 3 Blade Propeller (2 

Blade wooden “WATTS” Propeller on MK I aircraft) 
 GLOSTER GLADIATOR MK I, 3 Squadron 
3 Squadron were the last to take part in the air defence  exercises during 1938. The MK I had a 2 blade 
wooden “WATTS” propeller, a Bristol Mercury IX engine and first closed cockpit fighter aircraft. 
All the squadrons did much the same procedures for night flying, a full or half circuit, which meant I knew 
where to look out for them, first one would see the navigation lights from the top main plane one red, one 
green (see photo no. 1 and 3). After passing over, the white light from its rudder came into view. When that 
went out one would know the aircraft had turned down wind for its approach to the aerodrome. 
All  aircraft  had  identification  lights  until  the  end  of peacetime, all white clear lights, one near the centre 
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continued on page 8   

Photo 1 / Note: Wind Sock corner of hangar. Second wind sock was 
located on the  aerodrome corner of north end at Stumps Lane and main 
common (Kenley Common), both in operational use 1928 – 1937. 
Note: Navigation light starboard side top mainplane also the (white) light 
half way up the rudder 

section top, one underside of fuselage (see photo no. 3). Best 
nights to view the flying was in clear and moonlight conditions. 



     

 
 

  
 

For us boys to see a fighter aircraft pass 
across a full harvest moon was pure 
magic!! 
The other night activity was the annual 
Air Defence Exercises. A visit to the 
aerodrome after dark was required to 
see the sound locators (see photo no. 
5). The searchlight (see photo no. 4) 
and the aircraft on their dispersal 
locations (see photo no. 6). 
On some occasions the searchlight was 
“parked” in a vertical position thus giving 
a vertical light up into the clouds like 
looking up a great pillar on a sunny day 
in Rome! The joke with us boys was, “I 
would love to climb up that, the trouble 
being they may switch the light off.” 
However it was most interesting to see 
hundreds of moths attracted by the light 
up the beam.  
The ground crews and aircraft would 
start their evening outside the hangars 
(see photos 1, 2 and 3). After which 
would taxi the aircraft to the dispersal 
which was located from the corner of 
Hayes Lane (Golf Road end) across 
side of main common to the top of 
Stumps Lane (no ‘E’ Pens in those 
days). But the idea was in mind as no 
aircraft were left together (see photo 6). 
I take pleasure to submit my oldest 
photographs of the events mentioned in 
this article and draw your attention to 
the following, all photos at Kenley with 
the exception of one, no. 6, were 
published in “Flight” magazine on 
August 23rd, 1928, no. 6 in summer of 
1938. 
For the last photograph of this article, I 
dedicate this to all those who flew from 
Royal Air Force Station Kenley into the 
darkness of night never to return. 
The night time accidents fell into two 
categories. (one) Landing, many 
finished their approach caught in the 
Hawthorne hedge parallel to Hayes 
Lane. (two) Air collisions, always fatal. 

“I do remember them” and their 
sacrifice. 
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Continued:  “It’s on tonight” 
  

 

Photo 2 / Note the long grass! 

Photo 4 / Location same as photo no. 5 / searchlight not locked in vertical hold 

Photo 3 / Note: The two flare tubes under the lower main planes, one 
pointing down between the airmen 
Note: The long shadow, late in the afternoon? 4.30pm 
Note: Navigation light port top main plane also identification light on centre section  
 

continued on page 9   
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Continued:  “It’s on tonight” 
  

 

Photo 5 / Note the location: End house of married quarters plus hangar in background 

Photo 6 / 3 Squadron (9 aircraft) off to their dispersal locations opposite, left to right 
of this photograph near main common and Stumps Lane. 
No E pens or runways at this time. The only transport for the ground crews, engine 
and airframe fitters was to ride on the lower main plane as seen in this photo. 
I draw your attention to the camera gun target practice board located on the 
aerodrome near the top of Stumps Lane and main common. 

Welfare Matters 
The veterans, wives and widows 
enjoyed lunch at the Old Coulsdon 
Centre for the Retired on 24th 
September to commemorate the 
Battle of Britain. Thanks to all who 
attended including committee 
members and volunteers. 

Special thanks to Iris and her willing 
band of helpers for all their efforts in 
preparing and serving the delicious 
three course luncheon and for 
decorating the centre and the tables 
so beautifully. 

I have to mention Jo who makes 
the most gorgeous trifle which 
rounds the meal off beautifully. 
They actually look almost too good 
to eat, almost! 
Margaret Thiery very kindly played 
the piano for us and had the words 
printed so that we could all sing 
along with gusto. I'm still singing 
The Lambeth Walk. 
Of course we remembered fallen 
relatives,friends and comrades. 

It is with sadness that I have to tell you that one of our long term members, Cyril Cope has died. He attended the coffee 
mornings regularly at the centre until recently and had some excellent respite breaks at Princess Marina House. He was 
very popular and will be missed. Four of the volunteers attended his service at Leatherhead crematorium. Two of them, 
Allison and Bill had visited him regularly at his care home. We extend our deepest sympathy to Rene, his wife and Nadine 
and Nigel, his children. The family decided to ask for donations to be paid to RAFA Welfare Kenley & Caterham Branch for 
which we thank them most sincerely. 
We have members who are in hospital or unwell at home and we wish them well. October we will hold the normal coffee 
morning, sorry no trifle. Then in November there is a group going off to Princess Marina House for a week. Then, dare I 
mention it, Christmas. I wish you all a very happy Christmas with your loved ones. 

      Vera Harvey          Honorary Welfare Officer  /  Phone: 01737 823218 / Email: vera@rafa-kenley.com 


